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eReviews - How to Complete a Review  
EnerGov – Land Management 2016.1 

OVERVIEW 
Reviews are assigned to an individual by way of the workflow of a plan (or permit) case. The plan 
reviewer opens eReview Client (the orange eReview icon on their desktop) to complete their reviews.  
The username and password for eReview Client is the same as the regular EnerGov login. 

HOW TO OPEN A FILE & MAKE A MARKUP 

Markups made on the associated PDF files can be applied to corrections and recommendations. When 
markups are applied to a correction or recommendation, all non-associated markups apply. Therefore, 
the plan reviewer needs to apply markups to corrections and recommendations throughout the review 
(in sections). While each plan reviewer determines the process that works best for them, a suggested 
order is as follows: 

• Make a markup on the PDF file (using Adobe or Bluebeam). More than one markup can be made, 
but it should be relevant to the same correction or recommendation. 

• Add a correction or recommendation. Link the file to the correction/recommendation and apply 
the markup. 

• Save. 

• Repeat the process and apply markups to the original correction/recommendation, or to a new 
correction/recommendation. 

NOTE  If working with dual-monitors, drag the eReview Client home window and the Manage Review 
Item pop-up window to the smaller screen.  Drag the PDF to the larger monitor. 

1. In eReview Client, click on the Pending folder on the left-hand side of the screen. A list of reviews 
yet to be completed and assigned to the user appears on the right-hand side of the screen. 

2. Click on the file folder icon next to the desired review to open it. A Manage Review Item pop-up 
window appears. Click on the maximize button to enlarge the screen. 

 

 
3. A list of file categories appears on the left-hand side of the screen. Click on the disclosure triangle 

next to the desired file category to see the associated PDF file. 
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4. Click on the blue file folder icon next to the file to open the PDF. 

 
5. Using the Comment/Markup tools in Adobe or Bluebeam, complete markups on the document.   

NOTE  Contact Adobe or Bluebeam for tutorials. 

6. Save the PDF file. 

Adobe Pro 

 

Bluebeam Revu 

 

HOW TO ADD A CORRECTION 

Adding a correction means that the citizen needs to re-submit their plans to the municipality before the 
review can be approved. If a plan reviewer adds a correction, they are not able to successfully approve 
their review until a second version of the plan has been resubmitted and the correction resolved. Citizens 
are able to view these corrections online. 

1. On the Manage Review Item screen, choose the Corrections tab. 

2. Click Add Correction. 
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3. On the search pop-up screen, enter any desired search criteria, then click Search. 

4. Mark the checkbox next to the desired correction. 

5. Click Add. The pop-up screen closes and the correction is visible on the Corrections tab. 

 
6. Enter any desired (or edit existing) notes in the Correction Description and/or Corrective Action 

fields. 

7. Click Apply Markup to associate the markups from the How to Open a File and Make a Markup 
section above. 

NOTE  The file that is currently highlighted on the left hand side of the screen is the file that the 
correction links to. 

NOTE  Any markups that have not already been associated with a Correction or a 
Recommendation apply. 

8. Click Save. 

NOTE  More markups can be applied to the same correction by clicking Apply Markup throughout 
the review process. 
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HOW TO ADD A RECOMMENDATION 

A recommendation is typically used to make suggestions for improvements to the plans. 
Recommendations do not require plans to be re-submitted prior to the review being approved (unless 
corrections are also applied). Citizens are able to view recommendations online. 

1. Make any desired markups by following the steps above in the How to Open a File and Make a 
Markup section. 

2. Choose the Recommendation tab. 

3. Click Add Recommendation. A new line appears below. 

4. Type in the desired text of the recommendation. Use the memo pad to the right to expand the 
text field. 

5. Click Apply Markup. 

NOTE  The file that is currently highlighted on the left-hand side of the screen is the file to which 
the recommendation links. 

NOTE  Any markups that have not already been associated to a Correction or a Recommendation 
apply. 

6. Click on the plus sign icon on the left-hand side of the correction. The markups from 
Adobe/Bluebeam should now be listed below the correction. 

 

HOW TO ADD A CONDITION 

Corrections and Recommendations can be associated to markups made to the attached PDF files. 
However, a condition is not associated to a markup or to a specific file. 

1. Choose the Conditions tab. 

2. Click Add Condition. 

3. A pop-up window appears. Enter the desired search criteria and select Search. 

4. Mark the checkbox next to the desired condition(s). 

5. Click Select. The pop-up window closes and the condition is added. 
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6. Enter a Condition Description if one is not already provided. 

7. Enter Condition Comments. 

8. Mark the Enabled checkbox if the Condition should prevent the plan case from being approved. 
Mark the Satisfied checkbox if the Condition has been enabled and the conditions are now met. 

9. Select the desired option from the Scope dropdown list. 

a. Select Case if the condition should only apply to this plan or permit case. 

b. Select Project if the condition should apply to all permits and plans associated to the 
EnerGov Project. 

c. Select Property if the condition should apply to the main parcel associated to the plan or 
permit case. 

10. Save. 
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HOW TO COMPLETE A REVIEW 

1. On the Manage Review Item screen, enter any desired comments. The comments are for internal 
use only, as they are not visible to the citizen online. 

2. Update the status. 

NOTE  The status cannot be approved if corrections have been applied and are not yet resolved. 

3. Save. 

 
4. Close the Manage Review Item pop-up by clicking the red X on the upper right-hand side of the 

window. 

5. On the eReview 4.0 home screen, the completed item review now appears in the completed 
folder. If this does not happen automatically, click Refresh. 
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